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You are a busy professional. That’s why this guide is short and focuses only on 
key areas of one aspect of Linkedin – your professional profile. 

 
You know that almost everybody Googles people before they speak, or shortly 
after they speak with anyone professionally these days. You probably do this 

yourself. 
 

You know that Linkedin profiles always appear on page one of Google when you 
search for people. That’s because Linkedin is highly optimised. That means you 
can use keywords to enhance your profile ranking when people search online for 

you. That means that Linkedin could get you to page one of Google. 
 

You know you would like to be there – don’t you? And, by the way, you also 
know that just because you appear on page one from your own computer, it 

doesn’t mean that you are on page one on other peoples’ PCs (It’s your cache 
love that does that for you!). 
 

Whilst I get a warm fuzzy feeling knowing that you have trusted me enough to 
be reading this, you are really here because you want to gain maximum 

leverage on your Linkedin profile and usage with minimal effort. 
 
My whole professional life is dedicated to making it possible for individuals and 

teams to clarify and connect with their professional and personal purposes and 
to weld their competing priorities to those purposes within their very busy days. 

 
In this guide I will focus only on key elements of building or polishing your 
Linkedin profile. 

This is deliberately not exhaustive. It contains only a handful of points that you 
can implement easily, right now.   

 
I’m not a Linkedin ‘Expert’ but my Linkedin usage within my overall marketing 
investment does get me business, so this is written from a busy practitioner 

perspective. 
 

This is not a guide to purposeful usage of Linkedin – it is limited to polishing 
your professional profile. People do ask me about how to use Linkedin more 
effectively within their demanding days and I do provide support for this within 

my overall productivity training and support programmes. 
 

Whilst I will not explore this area at all in this particular guide, I am going to ask 
you a question before you dive into the specific tips...... 
 
‘What are your core purposes for being on Linkedin and how do you currently 

go about achieving them?’ 

 

You see, Purpose must be at the start and end of all worthwhile endeavours.  
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Your guide contains the following sections: 
 

You can work through the guide or quickly access each unit by hitting the links 
below 
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You will see a very small selection of kind comments made by advocate 

clients on each page. Some are Training clients, others are Key-Note 

speaking clients, some are Consultancy and implementation support clients. 

All speak more eloquently about what we help them achieve than I can.  

 

So, whether you are looking for a 59 minutes per person per day 

productivity boost or some other productivity support just get in touch. 

 See more client results 
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General tips before we get into the specifics 
 

1. You might find it easier to set out your editing efforts in a 
Word doc. Set out the headings below with a note of the 
character limits. You can see your character count in 

Microsoft Word by highlighting the text, selecting the 
‘Review’ Tab in your top ribbon and hitting ‘Word Count’ in the ‘Proofing’ 

area. This will also allow you to use bullet points within your profile. 
 

2. Keep your editing efforts secret for now. You don’t want the world to know 
how much you rewrote your highly polished professional profile do you. 
Achieve this by hovering your cursor over your photo in the top right 

corner of your Linkedin menu ribbon then, in the pop-up menu select  
‘Privacy and Settings’. Enter your password to get access. Then, click the 

‘Privacy’ button at the top. In ‘Profile Privacy’ go to ‘Sharing Profile Edits’  
and click ‘Edit’ and select ‘NO’ on the button. This is my own default 
option. 

 
3. We will come back to other options within this ‘Settings’ area later in this 

process. 
 
4. This one is a no-brainer. There is too much evidence to support it. It does 

not matter how you feel about it personally. People looking for you online 
will have a negative first impression of you if they cannot see a picture of 

you. And you know what they say about ‘First impressions’. Grab a great 
professional photograph of yourself and post it proudly on your profile. If 
you are concerned about privacy impacts use a ¾ profile or interesting 

angle but DO put a photograph up there. Click on your old picture or the 
grey profile on the top left of your settings page beside your name. 

Upload an appropriate photo and make it available to everyone. 
 

Polish your Professional Headline  
 
In your Linkedin home view, click on your in the top menu bar – 

click on ‘View Profile’ hit the pen symbol beside your name. 
Edit your Professional Headline here. You have 120 characters to 
differentiate yourself from everyone else in your market or with 

your job title. Make words count. Don’t just enter your job title. 
What do you want to be famous and found for?  

What keywords would work hard for you here? 
Remember – its keywords, not a story. Separate elements with a vertical slash 
(Shift \ ) to make them distinct. Click ‘Save’ 

 
 

 
 

‘Richard has the uncommon ability to get people to do what they know they 

should – but never did! And stick to it! – like they never did. Work with him.’ 

 Tony Murphy, MD Finevalley Communications ltd See more client results 

Consultancy and implementation support  
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Polish your Professional Summary 
 

Hit the same pen symbol as above and scroll down to the 
‘Summary’ area of your profile and You have a 2000 character 
limit. You may not need all of it.  

Keep it snappy with short paragraphs, even if you want to 
project a warm personality. 

Use bullet points for key points of focus (easy if you edit in Word and paste in). 
Remember the power of keywords. 

Remember also that non Linkedin users will be checking you out here as well as 
Linkedin users who are not connected to you. That’s why I include my main 
telephone switchboard number in this area – I want them to connect with me! 

 

Add Media to enhance your image 
 

A picture paints a thousand words and LinkedIn makes it easy to add video, 
audio, PowerPoint, PDF and many other file formats to your profile. 

There are a number of supported content providers and you can attach copies of 
files or links – for example to YouTube videos. 
 

To add media, simply make sure you are in your Profile Edit Mode – and scroll 
down just below your ‘Summary’ text area and you will see the ‘Media’ section.  

 
I suggest you select the ‘Upload’ option.  

 
Note that you can give the material a title and add other information, which 
helps with your key word strategy for LinkedIn. 

 
I would suggest that you convert any documents and presentations to un-

editable PDF files if you want to protect the integrity of your work. 
 
 

 

Polish your Specialities (older accounts only) 
 

The Specialities area was retired a while ago by LinkedIn. It 
remains on older accounts but it can’t be edited. It is no longer 

available on newer accounts.  
On older accounts I suggest you copy/paste Specialities into the main summary 
box. There is also an integration link on the bottom of this section on some older 

accounts – if so, click that.  
 

I suggest you do create a Specialities area within the summary box and give this 
some Strategic Thought. Think of this area as your keyword cupboard. 

These are straight, short speciality statements separated by a comma. 
You will have a feel for what to include; here are a few suggestions: 
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• Your company Brand name or key product or service Brand names 
• Your personal Brand words (My clients tell me mine is ‘Mr Productivity’) 

• Descriptors from profiling tools like DiSC and MBTI 
• Keywords you already use for SEO on your website 

• Specific speciality offerings 
• Market segments you are strong in or wish to attract 
• Words and phrases your competitors successfully use (see later) 

• If you still have capacity: Keyword variations (lawyer / solicitor etc)  
OK, we have written a great Professional headline, a compelling summary of 

professional experience and filled our Specialities Keyword Cupboard to the brim. 
This alone should have people fighting to grab our attention! 
 

Polish your Skills  
To edit your Skills area simply make sure you are in ‘Profile Edit Mode’ and scroll 

to ‘Featured Skills and Endorsements’ area and click on ‘Add a new skill’ the blue 
Edit icon at the top right of the section. 
 

You have up to 50 skills to add. Choose away – remembering that you are 
thinking strategically about what people who are looking for people like you 

might enter as a search term. Avoid things like ‘people person’ and ‘hard 
working’. 
 

You can edit the order of the skills simply by clicking on the 3 horizontal lines on 
the right and dragging the skills into the order you want them. 

 
Finally Click on the ‘Adjust Endorsement settings’ text on the lower left and 
activate all 3 options. 

 
Click ‘Save’ to exit 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are always looking to develop our business practices and our IT Support 

company, Ramsac, recommended that we speak to Richard Maybury about 

time management and using Microsoft Outlook to drive productivity..... 

Richard ran an informative and entertaining two hour session, packed with 

practical content, for our whole team... we have now adopted a lot of his 

suggestions into our ways of working. Jon Whiteman, Assistant Director CIL 
 See more client results 

Proven training and implementation support 
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Polish your Experience area 
 
 
I’m sure you are happy enough with what you have written there 

already. 
2 points to consider here though: 

1. Have you included all your current roles? How about any 
leadership roles with your Professional Association, Community group or 
other body? Are you also in a special project group within your firm that 

reflects well on you? Do you partner with other organisations or are you 
engaged with a favourite charity? If just hit ‘Add a current position’ and 

populate the fields. 
2. Review what is already there. Any opportunities to polish or add a 

keyword or two? 

3. Note that you can now add appropriate media files and links to each 
position. 

 

Polish your Website links 
 

This is another opportunity to reinforce keywords and provide 
links to sites that matter to you.  

 
Edit this area within Edit Profile mode by clicking on the ‘Contact 
and Personal info’ area in the right side column of your profile page.  

A few pointers here: 
1. Do not use the default Linkedin texts for websites. In the first website 

dialogue box hit the Pen icon and select ‘Other’. This allows you to create 
your own descriptor for your website – cool! Another opportunity to use 
keywords!!  

2. You have a 30 character limit for your anchor text.   
3. So, I have 2 sites: My Mr Productivity Blog; my Priority Management site.  

4. Whilst in that edit page you may as well add your professional email 
address and phone number. Stay in this edit space and see below…... 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

‘Our organisation challenged Richard to deliver a series of tailored MS 

Outlook productivity workshops that would enhance our working practices. 

Richard’s approach was efficient and effective throughout the engagement 

and his passion for the subject matter was evident. Without doubt one of the 

most valuable training investments we have undertaken.” 

Malcolm Ogg Director, Portfolio Development (CMR) Thomson Reuters      
See more client results 

Training and implementation support client 
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Polish your Public Profile and URL 
 

When you set up your Linkedin account the platform allocates a 
crazy looking URL with a combination of name and numbers. You 
can change this to reflect better on you. After all, you’re not a 

number – you are a professional person! 
 

Edit this area by clicking on the ‘Edit your Public Profile’ link at the top of the 
right side column within Edit mode of your profile page.  

1. Change your public profile URL: 
a. Look at the top right side column for the ‘Your profile URL’  
b. In the dialogue box see what you can create. You will see that you 

must use between 5 and 30 letters or numbers. 
c. If your name has been taken long ago (I’m lucky – I was a 

relatively early adopter and was able to bag 
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/richardmaybury ) you may have to be a 
little creative. Try a title, nickname, middle name, company name 

etc alongside your own. Good luck! 
2. Decide what information you want to be visible in your Public Profile: 

a. In the ‘Customise your public profile’ area on the right of that same 
screen decide on what seeking members of the Global Community 
can see about you. 

b. I suggest you ‘Make my public profile visible to everyone’ 
c. I suggest you activate: Basic, Picture, Headline, Summary, 

Specialities, Additional information/websites only, Current positions. 
But, of course it is your decision. 

d. Save your changes by clicking the ‘Go back to homepage’ link on 

the top right of your screen. 
 

Polish up your other key account settings 
 

We will now go back to edit some further Account Settings. Do 

this by hovering your cursor over your picture in the top right 
corner of your home Linkedin menu ribbon and select ‘Privacy and 

Settings’. 
 
 

At the top you will see 3 buttons for Account    Privacy    communications  
 

The Account menu: 
 
Make your choices. My particular suggestions for one area is: 

 
Auto play videos: You I find autoplay videos annoying and distracting. I 

suggest you change this setting to NO! 
 
The Privacy menu: 
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You have already decided whether or not to turn on/off your activity 
broadcasts. My default is not to show ongoing editing.  

Select who can see your activity feed: the default ‘Everyone’ is good. 
 

Select what others see when you viewed their profile:  This is a personal 
choice. If you are anonymous you will be unable to see you has checked you out 
--- which rather defeats the purpose.  Make your choice and save. s 

Select who can see your connections: The default is ‘Your connections’. This 
gives everyone you connect with full access to all your connections. I choose the 

‘Only you’ option. This gives all my connections access to shared connections 
only. 
Change profile photo and visibility: Grab a great photo and make it visible to 

everyone! 
Show / hide viewers of this profile: I have this unchecked. 

Manage your Twitter settings: Here you can add twitter links and make them 
visible on your account.  
 

The Communications menu: 
 

Only 2 areas to comment on here: 
1. Who can send you invitations: I suggest ‘Anyone on Linkedin’. 
2. Turn on or off partner InMail: I uncheck both options to make sure they 

don’t overload me with marketing mail! 
 

Polish up the order in which you want to display your profile 
 

Go back to your main ‘Edit Profile’ view. 

You can choose which profile blocks you want in what order 
simply by placing your cursor over the black ‘up/down arrows in 

the top right of each box beside the ‘Edit’ link and dragging the 
block up or down your profile. 
 

What aspects of your profile do you want to give prominence to? 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Well, that’s it ....... almost! ......... There’s one step left ......... 

‘Working in IT sales, I have attended countless training courses, but can 

honestly say that Richard is the best coach I have ever come across. The 

content of his Priority Management course is exceptional and has 

dramatically changed the way I work. I found Richard to be very personable 

and a truly inspirational trainer. I have recommended Richard’s Priority 

Management course to several of my colleagues, and would certainly 

recommend that everyone attend one of his courses 

 Stephen Hardy Account Manager at VMWare  See more client results 

Training and implementation support client 
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Feedback is the food of Champions  
 
This is an early attempt at a guide like this and was created on-the-run in 
response to people asking me questions about my own Linkedin usage. It is by 

no means as polished as our learning materials, workbooks and training guides. 
That’s why I’m asking for your help here. 

 
Can you please give me back a moment or two to give me the benefit of your 

feedback? You could also let me know what other guides you might find useful 
and I will see what I can do.  
 

You can leave your feedback on my blog by hitting the link below, or just drop 
me an email. 

 
http://richardmaybury.co.uk/polish-your-professional-profile-on-linkedin-
feedback-page/ 

 
Thanks, and until next time, my kind regards 

Richard 
 

 
 

 
 

‘Richard’s Priority Management training is a key component of our 

Management Development Programme. It has been very well received with 

consistently positive feedback. People have actually been able to identify the 

improvements they have felt empowered to make following the workshop 

and coaching and, thanks to Richard for making sure that the needs of each 

group was met, not just in terms of outcome but in delivery style as well.’ 

 EMC Computer Systems EMEA Training and Development Manager 
See more client results 

Training and implementation support client 
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